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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last years of 1960s and early 1970s plesiochronous multiplexing was used that provided 140Mbit/s data rate. With the 

growing demands and increasing digital network complexity, the network operators were pressurized to raise network 

features improving functionality of the data transfer rate. With the introduction of optical fibers, the new multiplexing 

method known as SDH was introduced. Earlier the standard was known as SONET (Synchronous Optical Networking). 

Later, ANSI limited SONET standards for use in North America only and SDH was defined by ETSI (a subset of ITU-T) for 

the use in the rest of the world. [1] 

PDH provided asynchronous digital hierarchy therefore introduction of SDH in 1988 lead to solution of timing problem of 

PDH systems. When asynchronous PDH signals are fed to the SDH multiplexer, multiple VCs (Virtual Containers) which are 

timed by different clocks combines into one STN-N signal that the local equipment clock times. [2] SDH uses STM-1 frame 

as the basic frame for transmitting signals which can be byte interleaved to form higher rate STM- N signal. The basic frame 

has 155.52 Mbit/s bit rate which is made up of nine rows by 270 columns each of eight -bit bytes. Thus, forming 155.52 

Mbit/s bit rate as 270*9=2430 bytes. The transmission of these many bytes have to take place within 125 microseconds. [3] 

SDH data structure uses multiples of STM-1 frame with the lowest granularity channel of 2 Mbit/s. This has ease the option 

of using a single equipment for adding, removing or switching this lowest channel of 2 Mbit/s to any STM-N level directly.  

For low populated locations, STM-1 frame is sufficient but for densely populated/business areas, STM-4 or STM-16 is 

required. [4] 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors have analyzed two protection ways in their paper, one is Path protection and second one is self-healing ring with 

two fiber and four fiber. They also analyzed how 2 Mbps signal is available between two nodes using the two mentioned 

protection schemes. For path protection, always the higher quality signal is chosen by the receiver side. For self-healing 

rings, they explain K1K2 bytes come into action to reroute the signal to the spare path when the network fails. [5] 

The SDH/ SONET standards have the same explanation of switching to protection paths in the instance of failure of main 

path. The switching depends on K1K2 bytes which are present in Multiplexer Section (MSOH) of the SDH frame. The 

receiving end generates the switching command when failure occurs so that the traffic could be switched onto the protection 

path. The comparison of protection logic at receiving end takes place as per the request of received K1 byte. The comparison 

of the new request is done with the old one and if it is of higher priority then byte K1 at receiving/tail end is loaded with the 

new request. Also, the ID of the channel that is to be switched to, is loaded into the byte K1. The tail end then sends the K1 

byte through protection line. The head end when receives this new K1 byte through protection line, sends back the reverse 

request to the tail end to confirm that the protection path is ready to be used as the medium of communication. The above-

mentioned process allows the swapping of head end and a K2 byte with the channel ID is sent to the tail end. Thus, switching 

occurs at tail end as per its K1 byte and head end has to be sent the K2 byte. 

Finally switching process is completed when head end receives the matching K2 byte from the tail end. The switching 

process must take place within 50 msec for effective transmission of data frames in the network. [6,7] 
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 In this paper, the author discuss that SDH network can be extended further to build multiservice networks. It depends on the 

city size and traffic quantity; the network stream can vary from STM-1 to STM-N. Also, they discuss the optimization of 

SNCP and MS-SPRing protection methods. After carrying out cost analysis MS-SPRing protection method is better and 

efficient than SNCP method. [8] 

The author of the paper defines the use of the technology SDH along with Fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) in Deutsche Telecom 

(DT). They have also mentioned that this technology is efficient enough to handle the requirements of great sum of customers 

fulfilling their needs of additional services. SMT or Synchronous Multiplexer Terminal is interesting for use by broadband 

services as it provides the 155 Mb/s data rate. [9] 

The authors of this paper have assessed the availability networks using SDH to discuss the facts causing the network outages 

and for how long the services are affected. It is necessary to analyze whether the network is efficient enough to complete 

customer needs. The authors conclude that the network‟s performance measurement would help the network operators to 

focus on the reason for outages and another network effecting defect which would be helpful to prevent the traffic impacts in 

future. [10] 

The authors in [11] tells that protection can either be 1+1 or 1: N which means that for 1+1 protection there is a devoted 

protection channel for working channels and for 1: N protection, it‟s only a single protection channel shared by working 

channels N in number. The switching type can either be unidirectional or bidirectional and revertive or non-revertive. For 

unidirectional, if one side of fiber fails, then only that side will switch to its protection, the other half of pair will continue 

transmission and receival using its working channel. For bidirectional, if there is failure in any of the fiber pair, the whole 

pair will switch to the channel defined as protection path. Revertive means that after the restoration of main working channel 

the traffic switch back from protection to the working channel whereas in non-revertive switching, the traffic will continue 

movement in the channel to which it is switched to. 

In [12] the author has discussed a protocol needed to maintain communication between the working channel interface and the 

standby interface. In normal conditions both the channels share hello messages so that keep-alive status is maintained 

between the two. Typical settings of the router involve sharing of three messages per second. When these three messages are 

absent, it indicates outage to the standby path. These are default settings which vary from vendor to vendor. 

The authors of this paper describe that the transmission system based on SDH technology are very efficient for multiplexing 

of signals at different speed into desired speed signal. It is easy to access any tributary and any channel in a signal that is 

multiplexed using SDH technology. [13] The multiplexing schemes are of two types- the first one being byte multiplexing or 

byte interleaving and the second one is bit multiplexing or bit interleaving. The paper describes that the SDH systems 

deployed in network suitably works with byte interleaving scheme as per ITU-T recommendations. [14] 

The ring structure behaves to be the simple topology implemented to provide easy control as well as fast restoration in the 

communication network. The paper emphases on the description of 2F and 4F self-healing rings which are amongst the most 

used ring structures in SDH network. Thus, the authors analyze how well the network survives during failures and how the 

protection scheme works in that case. [15] The paper gives an overview how a PDH tributary (2.048 Mbit/s) asynchronous in 

nature is mapped into SDH VC-12. It describes that a synchronizer is present that provides acceptance of the PDH tributary 

into SDH network and it maps it with the SDH floating VC-12 payload structure. SDH frame is used to take the PDH 

tributary into network. [16] 

In [17] there is the description of three optical layers, OCH, OMS, OTS where OCH is the layer of optical channel (SDH, 

PDH and ATM) providing end to end connection in the network for efficient communication amongst clients. The second 

layer being OMS (optical multiplex section) provides functionality to the network and the layer three, OTS (optical 

transmission section) is responsible for transmission of optical signals.  

The authors discuss in their paper that Ethernet has no functionality of protection switching whereas SONET and SDH 

frames has this function of protection switching that is done using K1 K2 bytes which increases the network efficiency based 

on these technologies. There are overhead bytes provided by the frame structure of SONET/SDH that provides fault isolation. 

[18] The growing needs of people from telecommunication world has pressurized the telecommunication world to advance 

their environments to support high speed demand. This paper describes a BDCS (Broadband DCS) that supports SDH 

technology to meet up demand of people. [19] 

ITU-T Rec. G.841 describes that legacy SONET/SDH ring networks are good at providing protection switching functionality 

within the time of 50 milli sec whenever the fault is detected. [20] In [21] it is described that the media issues can occur due 

to digging work or it may be due to failure of one or greater than one transmitters or receivers. Therefore, the failure in 

optical layer adversely effects the network performance. The protection schemes that are required when failure occurs is one 

of the two- dedicated or shared. Out of these two the protection system of shared type is commonly used in networks as it 

uses less resources but its implementation is difficult and complex than the dedicated approach of protection. [22] 

The article discusses the application of new and old switching technologies that could serve all protection following 

applications. The authors discuss the probability of network survivability to be completely dependent on recovery from 

failures. Recovery of fault involves two mechanisms protection and restoration. [23] The paper confers that SDH technology 

being initially deployed had to provide quality service to the customer both when the network is running smoothly and the 

conditions of some fault in network or network failure occurs. [24] 
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The advancement of technologies in the field of optical networking does not put an end to the existing technologies like 

SDH. If it is proposed not to use SDH for switching purpose still its frame should serve the switch port. Moreover, if the 

fibers are connected directly, it would be efficient only for short distances; the SDH network supports the management and 

utilization of fibers efficiently [25] The SDH networks will not diminish but they are likely to be soon acquired by WDMs as 

switching is more economical if done directly or using WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) devices. [26] 

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY USED 

The technology used here is SDH or Synchronous Digital Hierarchy. The network element mentioned in the paper uses this 

technology. The basic frame of this technology is STM-1 as figure 1 shows. The frame size is 270 columns by 9 rows and 

STM-1 frame has 155.520Mbps bit rate. 

 

Table 1: STM-n bit rate (Source:27) 

STM frame Bit Rate 

STM-1 155.52 Mbit/s 

STM-4 622.08 Mbit/s 

STM-16 2588.32 Mbit/s 

STM-64 9953.28 Mbit/s 

 

We can see in Figure 1 that STM-1 frame is made up of two parts- 

 Section Overhead: The first nine columns of the frame   forms section overhead forming 81 bytes‟ section overhead.  

 Virtual container: The next 261 columns forms the virtual container of 2349 bytes.        

Figure 1:  Frame format of STM-1 signal 

 

It is also termed as VC-4 for STM-1 frame which is composed of path overhead(POH) and the actual payload known as 

Container. POH covers up 1 column and rest of 260 columns are taken up by the payload. The container contains the real 

data that is being carried over the network. When Path Overhead(POH) joins to the container, it forms a Virtual 

Container(VC). When we add pointer to VC it forms AU (Augmentation Unit). The main overhead contains MSOH and 

RSOH.  

3.1 Section Overhead 

The section overhead further comprises- 

1. MSOH (Multiplex Section Overhead)   2.  RSOH (Regenerator Section Overhead)        3. Pointer 

 

3.2 RSOH (Regenerator Section Overhead) 

: RSOH is formed from the rows 1-3 in STM-1 frame in 9x9 section overhead. The physical connectivity between different 

equipment is well-defined in this section.  

This section contains the following bytes- 

 A1, A2 Bytes (Framing bytes)- There are three A1 and three A2 bytes in Regenerator Section used for framing 

pattern and which specifies the location from where STM-1 frame starts. 

 C1 Byte (Channel Identifier byte)- C1 byte is channel identifier that is used to identify the STM-1 frames in higher-

level SDH frame where value of N for STM-N is 4,16,64 etc. 

 B1 Byte (Error monitoring byte)- B1 byte is used to perform parity check in STM-1 frame. Thus, handles the error 

monitoring using 8-bit wide checksum. 

 D1, D2, D3 Bytes (Data communication channel bytes)-These bytes are used as data communication channel 

between different regenerator section terminating equipment. 
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 E1 Byte (Order wire bytes)- E1 byte provides an orderwire channel supporting voice communication between 

various regenerator section terminating equipment. 

 F1 Byte (User communication byte)- This byte can be termed as channel used for user communication as it provides 

different channels terminating at regenerator section to the network operator. 

Figure 2: Section overhead and Path overhead bytes (Source: 28) 

 

3.3 MSOH (Multiplexer Section Overhead): 

The rows 5-9 in STM-1 frame in 9x9 SOH is termed as Multiplexer Section Overhead. This section handle all the 

multiplexing related activities in between adjacent network elements/equipment. This section can have up to three 

regenerator sections. 

This section contains the following bytes- 

 B2 Bytes (Error bytes)- These provide parity check over the bits of MS section and after performing Bit -interleaved 

parity check places the calculated checksum in MSOH section of the frame. 

 K1, K2 Bytes (Switching bytes)- These are one of the significant bytes of STM frame as these are used for 

performing switching in main to protection paths and vice-versa so that there is a continuous flow of information in 

MS section. 

 D4 to D12 Bytes (Data communication channel bytes)- These bytes are termed as data communication channel bytes 

as they provide data communication between different multiplexer terminating equipment and various maintenance 

services . 

 E2 Byte (Order wire byte)- This byte provides an order wire channel supporting voice communication between 

various multiplexer section terminating equipment. 

3.4 AU-4 Pointer (H1, H2, H3 Bytes): 

AU-4 Pointer takes up one column in Section overhead comprising of H1, H2 and H3 bytes. AU-4links up section overhead 

with the virtual container.VC-4 can begin anywhere in an STM-1 frame to provide efficient multiplexing and better cross-

connection of signals. Thus, pointers are required to mark the start point of payload data. 

 

4. AUTOMATIC PROTECTION SWITCHING(APS) 

It is a very important mechanism for network or link failure which involves switching of the traffic flow from main to the 

spare path having the capacity same as that of main path. With the increase in usage of data communication day by day if the 

network causes loss of data, it might shift the number of users/customers from one network to another. Therefore, protection 

has become an important part to maintain data flow throughout the network. APS involves the dependency on some of the 

criterion like the switching type is revertive/non-revertive and it is unidirectional/bidirectional. Synchronous multiplexing 

enables SDH to have ring topology which helps in sustaining single or multiple failures in the network. SDH frame has 

inbuilt provision to support protection mechanism. The STM frame‟s Multiplexer section(MSOH) has K1 K2 bytes for this 

purpose. 
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The command type to activate protection is as follows- 

Figure 3: K1, K2 Bytes 

 

4.1 Automatically Initiated Conditions 

These conditions involve Signal Fail, Signal Degrade, Reverse Request and Wait to Restore. Signal Fail is the condition 

issued if there is no signal at receiver end network element. Signal degrade is the condition when the frame of SDH is 

distorted at receiver end network element. Reverse Request is the condition which is transmitted to tail end network element 

located on the short path to acknowledge receipt of short path ring request. Wait to restore is issued when working channels/ 

path meet the restorable threshold after signal fail/ degrade condition that is for two to ten minutes. 

 

4.2 Externally Initiated Conditions 

These commands involve manual switch, forced switch to protection, protection lockout or clear. 

 

5. PROTECTION IN SDH NETWORK 

The different protection types in SDH network is categorized as- 

1.Line Protection                                            2. Path Protection                                                             3. Ring Protection 

 

5.1 Line Protection 

Line Protection is based on the Linear APS or MSP principle. MSP is Multiplex Section Protection which involves two lines, 

one is termed as main line, another termed as protection line. Whenever there is fault in main line, the traffic is moved to the 

standby line and the flow of data through the protection line continues. 

As seen in Figure 4, the blue line illustrates the main path and the other line red in color shows the protection path. For 

normal conditions traffic flows from main path. When failure occurs the traffic switches to protection path if the main path 

from node 1 to node 2 or vice- versa fails to transmit data. 

Figure 4: MSP Protection 

5.2 Path Protection (SNCP Protection) 

As we are discussing the product DXC MCC, it uses the protection feature SNCP (Subnetwork Connection Protection). In 

different VC levels whether it is VC-4 , VC-3 or VC-12, this protection feature provides protection. 
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           Figure 5: Ring in working condition                                         Figure 6: Ring in failure condition 

 

In it transmission end is permanently bridged on main and spare paths. SNCP protection can be visualized in above figure 

where a ring is shown with four nodes. The blue line shows the main path connectivity between different nodes and violet 

line marks the spare path between different nodes. The movement of data frames normally can be seen in the above figure. In 

figure 6 we can visualize the movement of data frames when node fails in the ring and SNCP protection comes into play. The 

signal going from A to B and then from B to C. When there is media cut between A and B or issue in B node, the traffic 

signal shall shift automatically from A to D and then D to C(dropping Edge) and vice-versa making the protection active. 

 

5.3 Ring Protection (MSSPRing Protection) 

   Figure 7: MS-SPRing in normal condition                         Figure 8: MS-SPRing in failure condition 

 

The product involved in this case study uses the feature MS- SP Ring (Multiplex Section Shared Protection Ring). The two 

types of scheme used in ring protection are- 2F or 2 Fibre and 4F or 4 Fibre. 

In 2F ring, capacity of fibre is divided into two halves, out of which one handles the working traffic and another handles 

protection traffic whereas in 4F ring, fibre‟s complete capacity is used for working traffic and 4F ring has two protection 

fibre for

two working fibres. In a two-fibre ring, the first optical fibre includes the first main channel and the protection channel and 

the second optical fibre is for second working channel and the protection channel. In a four-fibre ring, there are two pairs of 

bidirectional optical fibres. One pair works as two working channels and the second pair works as two protection channels. 

[29] MS-Spring supports dual ended and revertive switching in which the traffic switches back from protection path to the 

main path once the issue in main path resolves. In figure 7 we can visualize MS-Spring for normal scenario and figure 8 

shows the MS-SPRing when node failure or fibre cut occurs.It can be noticed that half the capacity of STM frame is used as 

working channel and the second half as protection channel. For node failure in the transmitting end from A to C, switching 

takes place and protection gets activated and traffic continues to flow. 

 

5.4 Description Of Dxc 

The DXC (Digital Core Connect) is an intelligent node belonging to the family OMSN (Optical Multi-Service Nodes) which 

has density of 640 Gbit/s in a single shelf This network element is a smart device as it satisfies all the requirements providing 

an ideal transport solution. It helps in simplifying and optimizing the network, minimizing costs, enabling broadband services 

and easily supports future technologies like OTN (Optical Transport Network) architectures, lambda networking. SDH/ 

SONET are the two technologies which are nearly the same but their standards are defined by different institutes. ETSI 

(European Telecommunications Standards Institute) which is the subset of ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union-
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Telecommunication Sector) defines the SDH standard whereas ANSI (American National Standards Institute) defines the 

SONET (Synchronous Optical Networking) standard. 

 

Figure 9: ETSI Multiplexing structure 

 

SDH uses three containers as shown in figure 9 and rest others are used by SONET. The different components of SDH 

Multiplexing structure(ETSI) are 

 Container: The basic frame component of the SDH frame is container that contains the actual data during 

transmission. It is like a „box‟ that allows transport of information via PDH (Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy) 

signals through SDH network. It is sized as per the data to be transmitted. 2 Mbps data is transmitted using container 

C12, 34 and 45 Mbps signals are transmitted using container C3 and 140 Mbps being the higher rate signal is 

transmitted using the container C4 as defined by ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union-

Telecommunication Sector) recommendations. 

 Virtual Container (VC): When Path Overhead(POH) is added to the container, it forms VC or Virtual Container.                                                                                 

              VC-n= C-n + POH where n varies as per the standard being used.                    

 TU (Tributary Unit): It is made up of a lower order VC-n (n= 11,12,2,3) and a pointer. 

              TU-n= VC-n + PTR where n varies as per the standard being used. 

 TUG (Tributary Unit Group): TUG-2/ TUG-3 consists of several types of capacity payloads with different sizes. 

              TUG-k=m *TU-n where n=11,12,2,3 

              TUG-2 = 4 * TU-11 or 3 *TU-12 or 1 * TU-2 

TUG-3 = 7 * TUG-2 or 1 * TU-3 

 AU (Administrative Unit):  It is made up of high order VC-n(n=3,4) and a pointer. AU-3 multiplexing structure is 

designed for compatibility with SONET frames.  For SDH frames, AU-4s are used which further combine to form 

AUG(AU-group) 

               AU-n= VC-n +PTR when n=3,4 

AUG= 1*AU-4 or 3* AU-3 

 

6. DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS SLOTS IN DXC 

In figure 10, different slots are shown. There are 16 port slots which support up to 40 Gbit/s throughout making up the total 

capacity of matrix 640 Gbit/s.   

There are two slots of control and common parts slot which contain the following boards- 

 First Level Controller and Service Interfaces (FLCSERV) 

 First Level Controller and Control & General Interfaces (FLCCONGI) 

 Power Supply Filter (1+1) (PSF) 

 Bus Termination (two boards) (BUSTERM) 
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Figure 10: DXC Main Shelf Layout (Source: 30) 

 

 

Table 2: DXC Slotwise card description  

Slot No. Cards in the slot 

slot 1 First Level Controller "spare" + Service Interfaces board (FLCSERV, FLCSERVA) 

slots 2 to 9 and slots 12 to 19 Traffic Port boards, ES64 data board, Lower Order Adaptation/Matrix and Lower 

Order Matrix Link 40G 

slot 10 and 11 High Order Matrix (A and B) boards (MX640, MX640GA, MX320, MX320GA, 

MX160) 

slot 20 First Level Controller "main" + Control &General Interfaces board (FLCCONGI) 

slot 21 and 22 Bus Termination boards (BUSTERM)  

slot 24 and 25 Power Supply and Filter boards (PSF) 

 

It can be seen in figure 10 that there are two First Level Controllers or FLC‟s- FLCSERVICE and FLCCONGI 

FLCSERVICE is the spare First Level Controller of the equipment. It is the flash memory device. It has an external 

synchronization interface along with Q and F interfaces.   

FLCCONGI is the main First Level Controller of the equipment. It is also the flash memory device with external connectors 

for housekeeping, remote alarms, rack alarms and has Q and F interfaces and as DCC. The matrix boards support the 

functionalities; cross- connection, synchronization and shelf controller. The capacity of matrix boards are 160Gb/320 

Gb/640Gb which as per the number of cross- connections to be handled by the equipment. The PSF (Power Supply Filter) 

board provides the distribution of power to the equipment after filtering process. The BUSTERM (Bus Termination Board) 

provides electrical termination to the buses routed on the backplane. The two BUSTERM are placed behind FLCSERVICE 

and FLCCONGI. The Fan unit has the functionality to provide cooling of the equipment. The two fan units are physically 

integrated in the lower order extension shelf, without the need of external connection cables. The two fan units are always to 

be equipped with the device due to its high level of integration and as it handles many cards so it is very important to 

maintain its temperature. 

 

7. CPE ALARM CASE STUDY 
The alarm described in this case study is CPE (Communication Protocol error). The alarm occurs when the K1/ K2 bytes of 

MS section violate the rules defined for the protocol for switching protection. The effect on service is that the protection does 

not operate properly and the automatic switching requests and operator commands for switching does not work. Therefore, 

the switching operation to the protection path does not take place in the case of failure in main path which affects the traffic 

that is supposed to flow from the protection path. The root cause analysis report is shared in this case that describes the issue. 

Figure 11 shows the MS-SPRing in which the issue was reported in the 2016-year end. The detailed description of the issue is 

given below. 

 

7.1 Background: 

It was informed by the customer that CPE issue is reflecting on node A sl12 P04 and node B sl12 p03in MS-SPRing Ring A. 

While investigation, it was found that there is media cut between A ---B Section, whereas CPE alarm was reflecting on node 

A sl12 P04 and node B sl12 p03, due to which traffic was impacting. Issue was taken up with backend team, where it was 

found that intermediate node C sl12p04 K2 switching was in hang-up state. Sl12 reset was performed, after that issue 

resolved. Further sl12 was replaced for permanent resolution of the issue. 
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Figure 11: Connectivity of different nodes in MS-SPRing Ring A 

 

7.2 26-DEC-2016 11:32 AM: 

The issue was reported by the customer on this date reporting the CPE alarm in the node A sl12P04(slot 12, port 4)   in MS-

SPRing Ring A. 

 

7.3 26-DEC-2016 11:52 AM: 

We checked and found there was fiber cut in Ring A between node A and node F and in the same duration CPE alarm 

reported at 1-3-12-4 of node A at another side of the node A(sl12P04)----node B(sl13P03) and node B (sl12p03) -----node C 

Link (shown in Figure 11). To check for the alarm CPE, we need to check the alarm logs that would                                                                                                                     

clarify the time and date of the occurrence of alarm on specified slot and port.                                                                                        

In Nokia, there is the use of Optical Management System to find out the alarm logs.                                       

After following the procedure to find alarms, the alarm logs as shown in Figure 12 were found. 

Figure 12: Alarm logs showing the occurrence of CPE alarm 

 

7.4 26-DEC-2016 12:25PM: 

While prelim diagnosis warm reset (remotely) was performed on both end node A sl12 and node B slot 13, but issue still 

existed. After some duration media issue got resolved between A---B link and CPE alarm got auto cleared in MS-SPRing 

Ring A. Case got escalated to backend and but since CPE found cleared in MS-SPRing and got difficult to diagnose in case 

of MS-SPRing in normal state, as K2 byte value needs to be calculated during live scenario, it was requested to perform MS-

SPRing testing in maintenance window to diagnose the issue.  

 

7.5 27-DEC-2016: 

Lots of media issue (media issue involves fibre cut or any patch cord issue or any cable related issue due to which the signal 

does not flow in the cable between the section where media issue occurs) reported and found on 27dec due to which CPE 

reported multiple times and for some duration dual media issue reported in the ring. There is the alarm named LOF (Loss of 

Frame) that shows that frames are being lost between node A and node F due to which the traffic was to flow through node D 

but dual media issue occurred between node D and node C that         
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Figure 13: Alarm logs showing LOF (Loss of Frame) alarm observed on Port 4 of node  F stopped the traffic flow and caused 

outage. 

7.6 28th Dec-16 3:00 AM: 

Field engineer reached at node A and node F site, where node A sl12 and node B sl12replaced, but CPE alarm still not 

cleared. meanwhile dual media cut happened in same ring (D---C section), issue couldn‟t be concluded. Later, node A field 

engineer was not available for further activity due to bulk media cut in the customer network. 

 

7.7 28th Dec-16 6:00 AM: 

The field engineer was available at both side, where A---B WDM section port shifted, but no change observed. Issue was 

taken up with upper level Team, where it was found that intermediate node C sl12 created problem by hanging K2 byte status 

for switching the MS-SPRing, due to which CPE alarm was reflecting on trailing node A and node B. Issue resolved after 

resetting slot12 P4S64X card of the node C. Node C slot 12 card replaced, under Maintenance Window for permanent 

resolution. 

 

7.8 Root cause Analysis: 

It was identified that when there was media cut in A---B Section or in A---F link the traffic expected to shift on protection 

AU#4 in MS-SPRing Ring A, but in intermediate node Cslot12p04 switching byte couldn‟t respond to trigger protection 

switching. It was found that issue occurred due to hardware problem issue on card which was responsible to handle the K1K2 

protection bytes. When the neighbor node receives this K1K2, there is computational error in the APS. Hence, CPE alarm 

occurred on the neighbor node. 

 

8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

There are rare circumstances when such incidents would occur that are responsible for causing traffic outage. As the MS-

SPRing had another path to follow up in case of media issue but it was also affected by hardware failure which was later 

discovered when network analysis was carried out. The CPE issue appeared due to transit hardware failure appeared in node 

C Sl12P04, as K1K2 switching byte status couldn‟t be changed after media cut appeared in MS-SPRing. Such issue can be 

resolved at the same time after remote reset performed to the affected card. There should be provisions available that would 

help in advance checking of the cards at different critical nodes to prevent such cases to re-happen. 
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